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Practitioner Focus of Presentation

Not an argument about whether or not we 
should redevelop

Rather, some ideas about how to do it well

The development of estates in NSW

• The Neighbourhood Estates (1940s-1950s)

• The Great Estates and High Rises (1960s)

• The Corridor Estates (1970s)

• The Micro Estates (1980s)

The Decline of Estates

• Changes to eligibility requirements

• Allocation policies

• Poor quality

• Poor design

• Poor location

The Estates Today

• Narrow demography

• Concentrated disadvantage

• Crime and anti-social behaviour

The Estates as ‘Wicked Problems’

• No definitive formulation of the problem

• Every instance is unique

• Solutions are not true or false

• Solutions have waves of consequences

• The planner has no right to be wrong



The De-concentration Agenda

• Housing Act 2001 (NSW)

• National Affordable Housing Agreement

• NSW Minister for Housing

What is Social Mix?

• Demographic mix

• Income mix

• Tenure mix

Narrow Social Mix on Social Housing Estates

• High levels of public and community housing

• High levels of low income households

• Narrow demographic mix
(characteristics are site specific)

Arguments Used for Redevelopment

• Better quality housing and environment for 
current and future clients

• Addresses neighbourhood effects/disadvantage

• For management reasons

Arguments Used Against Redevelopment

• It causes anxiety/ distress

• It’s disruptive to social supports and networks

• It doesn’t address individual disadvantage
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Ecological Project Framing

Domain Activities Outputs Outcomes

Individual Identify and plan 
services

Services and opportunities are 
provided to individuals

Improved health, skills and capacities 
+

Family/ 
household

Comprehensive 
rehousing assessments 
and plans for each 
household

Appropriate support is 
provided to families/ 
households

Facilitative home environment
+

Social Planning diverse range 
of activities

Bonding and bridging 
activities

Facilitative social environment
+

Physical Development of 
concept plan

Implementation of concept 
plan

Facilitative physical environment
+

Institutional Joint planning by 
residents, NGOs, 
government agencies 
and businesses

A single, jointly ‘owned’
social plan and a collaborative 
governance structure

Facilitative institutional environment
+

= IMPACT

Implications – Physical Environment

The physical environment is a means to an end, 
not the end itself

Implications – Nature of Project/Planning

Project planning is not an exercise in urban design 
per se, but in human service planning, of which 
urban design and urban planning is a part.

Implications – Project Management

• (Relatively) less emphasis on urban planning 
and engineering

• More emphasis on social policy and social 
service practitioners

Implications - Evaluation

• Urban planning outcomes are an indicator of 
success, not a measure

• The project must be judged on outcomes 
achieved for people (not least the original 
inhabitants of estates)
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